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Introduction
Laser scanners mounted on mobile robots have recently become very popular for various indoor robot navigation tasks. Their main advantage over vision sensors is that they are capable of providing accurate range measurements in large angular fields and at very fast rates. The acquired range information is compact enough to be processed in real time and encapsulates sufficient information (both in terms of quality and quantity) to enable robots to perform quite confidently a wide class of navigation tasks [3, 6, 131. However, the;.quantity of information encapsulated in such 2D profiles,, may prove incomplete for specific demanding or crucial robotic tasks such as obstacle detection [5,9, 12, 141. The main problem stems from the fact that the profiles produced from laser scans are 2D representations of the 3D space:.Various objects common even in the simplest indoor environments, (e.g. chairs, tables, shelves e.t.c) are sometimes invisible to range scanners and thus, absent from the resulting.2D profiles. The potential solution of 3D laser scanners proves to be a quite expensive one. Moreover, the integration of multiple 2D profiles acquired at different heights in the environment is a relatively complex task and, even more importantly, their acquisition requires that the robot does not move for a substantial amount of time. Utilization of other sources of information is required in tasks that depend on real 3D information.
In this paper we propose a method for fusing range with visual information in order to infer 3D structure information. Simple 3D models of the environment, consisting of a flat horizontal floor surrounded by vertical planar walls are initially constructed according to 2D laser range data. Vision is then utilized in order (a) to validate the correctness of the constructed model and (b) to qualitatively and quantitatively characterize inconsistencies between laser and visual data wherever such inconsistencies are detected.
The proposed method employs a laser scanner and a camera that is registered to the laser coordinate system, through a calibration procedure. The method proceeds by exploiting sensory information acquired in two consecutive time instances, as the robot moves in space. At time tl, the robot acquires a laser range scan RI and an image I ] . Based on RI the robot builds a 3D model of the environment. The same process is applied at time t Z , resulting to R2 and I,.
By registering the RI and Rz the robot is able to compute its egomotion. Based on the 3D model derived at time tl and the recovered motion, image 11 is backprojected at the reference frame of image 12, resulting in image 1;. Images 1; and 12 should be identical in areas where the 3D model is valid and should differ in areas where the model is not valid. Comparison is performed by locally correlating image intensity values. For providing additional depth information in regions with inconsistencies between laser and visual data, image intensity matches along the epipolar line are converted to real word coordinates and accumulated in a 2D occupancy map.
The proposed method has been tested on both synthetic and real data. The results presented in this paper demonstrate its effectiveness. 
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Method Description
In this section, the proposed method for fusing laser and visual data is described in detail. Figure I 
Line Segment Extraction and 3D-model Generation
In order to build a 3D model of the environment, range measurements have to be grouped into line segments. For generating the local 3D model of the environment, an infinite horizontal plane (floor) is generated right below the robot, at a known distance from the robot's coordinate system (the position of the range finding device). Then, line segments defined in the previous step are extended to form rectangular vertical surfaces of infinite height. More specifically, for each line segment, the plane that is perpendicular to the floor and contains the line segment is inserted to the 3D model. The coordinate system of the generated 3D 
Coordinate System Registration
Camera positions (with respect to the 3D model) need to be known at the time when the two images are captured. Provided that the relative position of the camera with respect to the laser range scanner is fixed and can be obtained through calibration procedures, camera positions can be recovered if the motion of the robot is known or can be computed.
For calculating the motion of the robot, an iterative, scanmatching algorithm based on the Hausdorff distance metric [ 1, 71 has been employed. The algorithm is applied directly to the line segments extracted as described in the previous section.
Given two sets of line segments L1, L2 corresponding to range scans acquired at two different time instants tl and t 2 , the goal of the algorithm is to find the transformation
produces a set L; as similar to L2 as possible. As a measure of similarity, the directional Hausdorff distance, given as
has been utilized.
Model Evaluation
Let AI be the 3D model built as described in section 2.1, according to range data acquired at the time instant t l , and let II be an image acquired by a camera cI at the same time instant.
For each image point pl = ( x l : y l ) of 11, a 3D coordinate P = (X, Y ) 2) can be found by ray-tracing it to the model AI. Let 12 be a second image, acquired by the same camera at a different time instant t 2 . Since the coordinate system of c2 with respect to the coordinate system of AI is also known, for each point P = ( X , Y. 2) in AI, the projected point p2 = ( z 2 : y;?) can also be calculated. By raytracing points of Il to find 3D world coordinates and projecting them to 1 2 , we are able to calculate analytically correspondences between I1 and 1,. If the assumptions made in order to form the model AI are correct, corresponding image points would actually be projections of the same world object points and, thus, they will share the same attributes (color, intensity values, intensity gradients etc). The normalized cross correlation metric 141 is employed to evaluate the correctness of the calculated point correspondences. Low values of the calculated cross correlation correspond to regions of the environment that do not conform with the 3D model constructed from laser data.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show two consecutive frames of a synthetic scene captured at the positions corresponding to the range data depicted in Fig.2(a) . For convenience, wireframes of the 3D-model extracted according to the procedure described in section 2. I , as well as range finder points, are projected on the images. The scene contains two cubes; one lying at approximately Im above the floor (on the left part of the image) while the other (on the right) is placed directly on the floor. Figure 3(c) demonstrates the results of the evaluation process. Regions with inconsistencies are marked with "x"s. As it can be easily observed, the algorithm succeeds in correctly detecting the cube on the left of the image that is "invisible" to the range finder since it is floating above its scanning plane. On the other hand, the cube on the right of the image, does not yield any unmatched areas because it is visible to the range scanner.
Extraction of Metric Information
In the previous section we utilized vision in order to evaluate the correctness of 2D range information provided by range scanners. Having identified regions of inaccurate range information, vision is further employed to qualitatively and quantitatively characterize these inconsistencies.
Let's assume the camera configuration depicted in Fig.   4 . The 3D point P lying on the model A I is projected to the point p l on the left image ( I , ) and to the point p2 on the right image ( 1 2 ) . The epipolar plane A created by point P and the camera centers Cl and C2 intersects the image planes in lines II and 12, the epipolar lines [8] .
Suppose that the image coordinates of a point p l are known, and that neither the location of the corresponding 3D point P nor the corresponding point p i in the second image is known. It has already been shown that by raytracing point p l to the 3D model we can compute the 3D coordinates of point P and by projecting the later to the second camera plane we can define the corresponding point p2 in the second image. Suppose that by locally correlating pixel intensity values at the positions o f p l and p2, we discover a dissimilarity and we conclude that the 3D model AI is inaccurate and hence the 3D coordinates of point P as implied by the model, are not correct. This raises the question whether point P actually lays behind the model AI (further to the camera than assumed) or in front of it; the latter making it a potential obstacle invisible by the range finder.
Whatever the depth of point P may be, its projection on the second camera will comply to the epipolar constraint; that is, it will lay on the epipolar line 1 2 . The impohant observation is that the shortest the depth of point P actually is, the closer its projection p2 to the epipolar point e2 will be. That is, if point p l actually corresponds to a 3D point P' closer to the first camera than point P , its projection p2' on the second camera will lay on the epipolar line l 2 , between point p2 and the epipole e2. If point P', lays further to the first camera than P , its projection p2' will also lay on 12 but this time outwards the direction of e2. If the exact location of point p2' corresponding to p l were known, computation of the intersection of the line passing through points C1 and P with the line passing through points C, and p2' would yield the exact 3D location of point P'. However, since exact computation of pz' is not always possible, only guesses about the position of P' can be made. Relying on the assumption that for robots that move on a planar surface, the projection of the obstacles on the 2D surface of motion suffices for navigation, we alleviate the problem of spurious range evidence by accumulating range estimates in a 2D oc- sult on the cell of the occupancy grid corresponding to the position of P' Figure 5 demonstrates the results of the procedure described above for the synthetic data set used in the previous sections. As it can be easily observed, the location of the left cube shown in Figs. 3, although not visible by the range finder, is correctly identified on the resulting occupancy grid.
Results
The proposed method has been implemented and assessed on a robotic platform of our laboratory, namely an iRobot-B21r, equipped with a SICK-PLS laser range finder and a digital camera operating at a standard resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. The range finder is capable of scanning 180 degrees of the environment, with an angle resolution of one measurement per degree and a range measuring accuracy of 5cm. An internal calibration procedure has been applied prior to testing our methodology, so that the relative positions of the both sensors were known as well as their intrinsic parameters. Extensive tests have been performed with real and simulated data. In all cases the proposed framework was verified to operate accurately, provided that the outcome of the calibration procedure was also accurate. 
Conclusions
In this paper a new method for fusion of range and visual data for the extraction of 3D structure has been proposed. Visual information is used to detect regions where vision and laser data are mutually inconsistent. Moreover, vision is utilized to provide additional metric information in such regions. Since pixel displacements are computed analytically by rendering image points to the model, their direct computation is not necessary. The proposed method requires two views of the environment. These can be acquired either by one moving camera at two different points in 'time, or by a stereoscopic vision system that simultaneously acquires two views of a scene.
Besides its obvious applicability to obstacle detection, the general idea presented in this paper can be utilized by range based mapping and navigation algorithms in order to make them more accurate and robust. We believe that fusion of data provided by range and vision sensors constitutes a proper framework for mobile robotic platforms to perform demanding navigation tasks. It is in our intention to further-investigate the applicability of the presented methodology in this area.
